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FISKaRS QualITY  
SINCE 1649
Pick up a Fiskars product and sense 
its ergonomic design and innovative 
functionality. Quality dictates 
everything Fiskars does, a standard 
enshrined in the company’s core 
values since its inception in 1649.

In that year, Peter Thorwöste was granted permission 
to manufacture cast iron and forged products in a 
small Finnish village called Fiskars. Today as one of the 
Western world’s oldest companies, Fiskars has grown 
into a multinational corporation, present in more than 
40 countries on four continents and is the number 
one in hand operated garden tools in North america, 
australia and much of Europe.

It’s true that the company has come a long way but 
Fiskars’ roots and soul continue onwards in Fiskars 

village, where, some 10 kilometers away many of 
our garden tools are still manufactured to this day, 
continuing the same stringent quality standards.

Fiskars ergonomic, lightweight, yet powerful garden 
tools are designed to reduce strain and fatigue, and to 
ensure gardening is a pleasure, which is what gardening 
should be about. We’re confident that our customers 
recognize this and continue to support our aspirations 
for enduring quality.

Our Quality Pledge 
When properly used and maintained, Fiskars garden 
tools shall remain free of defects in material and 
workmanship. any exception to the rule will simply be 
repaired, replaced or substituted by a product of equal 
value. Replacement tools or spare parts are offered 
when returning the tool to the retailer, or contacting the 
local customer service department.

OUr HISTOrY
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neW PRoDUCts
neW innovAtions

NEW PRODUCTS

Excellent extensions to the versatile QuikFitTM 
range of interchangeable heads and shafts. Ena-
bles gardeners to swiftly change between activi-
ties in the garden and yard.

QuikFitTM Flower Rake 135552 p. 83
A neat and handy addition to the QuikFit range for detail work 
in garden beds.

QuikFitTM Gutter Cleaner 135542 p. 84
introducing a great handy device for all blocked and dirty gutters

QuikFitTM Yard Broom 135532 p. 84
An excellent all round broom head for the yard or garden.

QuikFitTM Patio Broom 135533 p. 84
A purpose-made broom head for a clean sweep on all patios 
and smooth surfaces in the garden.

QuikFitTM Sweeping Broom 135534 p. 85
A modern revision of the traditional sweeping broom.

QuikFitTM Tree Cutter 136525 p. 85
the new QuikFittM tree cutter can be used in combination with any 
QuikFittM telescopic shaft for a new dimension in tree pruning.

FisKARs QUiKFit tM

The new additions to the SingleStepTM range of 
cutting tools offers a great selection for anybody 
starting out in the garden.

SingleStepTM Lopper Bypass Hook head (S) L28 112160 p. 57

SingleStepTM Lopper Bypass Hook Head (L) L38 112460 p. 57

SingleStepTM Lopper Anvil Hook Head (L) L39 112450 p. 57

SingleStepTM Hedge Shear Wavy Blade HS22 114730 p. 64

SmartFitTM Pruner Bypass P68 111610 p. 39 
this multi-purpose pruner with adjustable cutting aperture is 
the perfect pruner for convenient and ergonomic cutting.

FisKARs sinGLesteP tM

This new SmartFitTM pruner is a neat fit in the hand 
and can be used for varied cutting tasks.

FisKARs sMARtFit tM
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NEW PRODUCTS

Introducing a solid selection of newly revised  
working tools for small hands and big minds.

My First Fiskars® Shovel 138180 p. 89

My First Fiskars® Spade 138170 p. 89

My First Fiskars® Rake 138160 p. 89

My First Fiskars® Broom 138150 p. 89

My First Fiskars® Box Set 138190 p. 89
the new box set offers an innovative selection of tools 
for young children to get out and explore their world.

MY FiRst FisKARs®

Introducing an innovative premium quality range  
of cutting tools for demanding gardeners.

QuantumTM Pruner Bypass P100 111970 p. 37

QuantumTM Lopper Bypass (M) L104 112330 p. 51
QuantumTM Lopper Bypass (L) L108 112630 p. 51

QuantumTM Lopper Anvil (L) L109 112610 p. 51

QuantumTM Lopper Bypass Scissor Head (S) L102 112240 p. 51

QuantumTM Hedge Shear HS102 114820 p. 63

FisKARs QUAntUM tM
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PICTOGRAMS

PiCtoGRAMs

EaseCut™
indicates by how 
many times the 
cutting power is 
multiplied.

Cutting capacity
shows the 
maximum 
cutting diameter.

Power tip
Cutting power is 
distributed evenly.

Telescopic
the length of the 
product can be 
adjusted.

Strength
Withstands hard 
wear and loads.

Aluminium
Lightweight,
strong properties.

Stainless steel
Mechanically 
strong and 
corrosion-
resistant.

Pocket-sized
Fits easily into 
a pocket.

FiberComp™
strong, durable 
and lightweight 
properties.

Micro tip
thin and sharp 
blades for 
precision cutting.

Shock-proofed
improves comfort 
by absorbing 
vibrations.

Push and 
pull blade
For faster, more 
efficient cutting.

Tightly sealed
shaft and blade 
are fused together 
for a tight seal.

CrMov
Highly durable 
material which 
holds an edge.

PTFE coating
Corrosion-re-
sistant, non-stick 
blade coating.

Belt holder
optimised feature 
for convenient 
portability.

TruEdge™
Mechanically 
strong, sharp, 
corrosion-resistant 
an non- stick 
blade coating.

SoftGrip™
Comfortable 
anti-shock handle.

Safety
Loop helps to 
shield fingers 
when cutting.

Fingerloop 
handle
Prevents slipping 
and protects 
fingers.

Pull blade
optimised for 
pruning green 
wood.

Weather proof
Withstands all 
types of weather.

PBT
Lightweight, 
flexible and 
durable.

Steel gear 
mechanism
strong and 
effective steel 
mechanism.

Center of gravity
Perfectly 
balanced.

TruGrip™
Comfortable 
organic handle.

PowerClean™
Combination of 
soft and hard 
bristles.

Female
For female use.

Male
For male use.

Hand size
suitable for 
small hands.

Ambidextrous
For both right-
handed and 
left-handed use.

Boron steel
sharp and 
durable.

Genuine leather
Made of tough, 
genuine leather.

Right-handed 
product
For right-
handed use.

Level of enhancement

Product Materials

Fiskars UsPs
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PICTOGRAMS

For fresh wood
Bypass cutting 
action.

Scissor head
For precision 
cutting of green 
wood.

Chopping axe
For easy cutting 
through fresh 
wood.

Yard cleaning
For clearing debris 
from yard areas.

Hedges 
and bushes
For cutting 
hedges and 
bushes.

Herbs
For cutting of 
delicate herbs.

Grafting
For various 
grafting tasks.

Vegetables
For cutting 
and processing 
vegetables and 
mushrooms.

Paving

Construction
digging
Heavy-duty 
digging.

Axe
sharpening
For maintaining 
optimal sharpness 
of Fiskars axes.

For dry wood
Anvil cutting 
action.

Fine toothing
For efficient 
sawing of planks 
and boards.

Brush hook
For trimming 
undergrowth and 
even clearing 
small trees.

Patio cleaning
optimised for 
clearing finer-
particle debris.

Grass
For cutting grass.

Sharpening 
wooden canes

Whittling
For whittling 
wood.

Fish
For preparing fish.

Leaf collecting

Sandmoving

Knife
sharpening
For optimal 
sharpening of 
Fiskars knives.

For universal 
cutting
For cutting thin 
steel plates,plastic, 
tube, rope, etc.

Efficient 
toothing
For sawing green 
wood.

Snow tool
For clearing snow 
in small or large 
areas.

Gutter cleaning
For easy reach 
and clearing of 
gutter debris.

Potted plants
For cutting 
potted plants.

Carving
For stripping bark.

Cotton & string
For cutting cotton 
and string.

Soil care
For all soil-related 
tasks.

Digging
Preparing planting 
holes and removing 
sod or soil.

Composting

Spare parts
spare parts are 
available.

Hook head
For heavy cutting 
of green wood.

Splitting axe
For easier, faster 
splitting of wood.

Fruit picking
For harvesting 
fruit trees.

Flower stems
For cutting 
flower stems.

Bonsai plants
For cutting 
bonsai plants.

Pruning/Grafting
For cutting of 
small side shoots, 
laterals and pruning 
of weak growth.

Building site
For cutting 
rockwool and 
fiberboard.

Lawn care

Garden digging
slicing and cutting 
grass tufts and 
moving and 
mixing soil.

Haying

Plus parts
Can be 
complemented 
with additional 
parts.

Usage

Usage and maintenance



WOOD PREPARATION AXes

AXes
Fiskars next generation axes are a true evolution of 
craftsmanship covering the full range of functionality from 
splitting to chopping, woodcraft to carpentry and pruning. 
the range delivers a wonderful package of minimalist 
design and sharp-edged functionality with the right 
size fit for every hand and task.

6
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WOOD PREPARATIONAXes

Chopping Axes

Chopping Axe X7 Article no 121420 Product benefits

Carpenters Axe X10 Article no 121440 Product benefits

<< For universal cutting tasks: for campers, hikers, outdoor 
activities as well as practical for the car or boat
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage      
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 355mm
<< Weight: 640g

<< specially designed for carpenters and construction workers
<< 30 degree cutting bevel angle for chopping axes
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage        
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 440mm
<< Weight: 980g

Camping Axe X5 Article no 121121 Product benefits

<< ideal for camping and other outdoor activities
<< A small, light axe that can be easily carried in  
your bag or on your belt
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With canvas sheath                                                                         
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 228mm
<< Weight: 480g

best of the best
reddot

best of the best
reddot

best of the best
reddot

*6411501211217*

*6411501214201*

*6411501214409*
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Splitting Axe X11 Article no 122440 Product benefits

<< For splitting small logs and chopping firewood
<< 35 degree convex cutting bevel angle for splitting axes
<< the convex shape strengthens the edge to make it less 
sensitive to fracture
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage
<< specially designed for forestry work                          
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 443mm
<< Weight:1075g

Chopping Axe X15 Article no 121460 Product benefits

<< specially designed for forestry work: broad but slim 
profiled blade ideal for cutting live branches and tree limbs
<< 30 degree cutting bevel angle for chopping axes
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage  
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 599mm
<< Weight: 1520g

splitting Axes

best of the best
reddot

best of the best
reddot

AXesWOOD PREPARATION

Splitting Axe X17 Article no 122460 Product benefits

<< For splitting large logs
<< 35 degree convex cutting bevel angle for splitting axes - 
the convex shape strengthens the edge to make it less 
sensitive to fracture
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage         
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 722mm
<< Weight:1570g

best of the best
reddot

*6411501214607*

*6411501224408*

*6411501224606*
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WOOD PREPARATIONAXes

Splitting Axe X25 Article no 122480 Product benefits

Splitting Axe X27 Article no 122500 Product benefits

best of the best
reddot

best of the best
reddot

<< For splitting large logs
<< 35 degree convex cutting bevel angle for splitting axes - 
the convex shape strengthens the edge to make it less 
sensitive to fracture
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage         
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 722mm
<< Weight: 2430g

<< Longer shaft gives more power for heavier splitting tasks
<< 35 degree convex cutting bevel angle for splitting axes - 
the convex shape strengthens the edge to make it less 
sensitive to fracture
<< Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the most 
safe, comfortable and efficient use
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage           
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 915mm
<< Weight: 2600g

Xsharp™ Axe and Knife Sharpener Article no 120740 Product benefits

Accessories

<< For regular maintenance of your Fiskars Axes and Knives
<< 2 sharpeners in 1. Ceramic grind stone has clearly 
indicated cutting grooves for either axes or knives
<< optimized sharpening angle for Fiskars blades with easy-
to-use mechanism
<< Convenient portability                                                    
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 165mm
<< Weight: 90g

*6411501224804*

*6411501225009*

*6411501207401*

Ceramic

Ceramic
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WOOD PREPARATION sAWs

sAWs
Fiskars saws have teeth designed especially for wood. 
Prune branches and clear foliage in difficult positions safely 
with a lightweight saw. the new Fiskars Xtract™ range 
features a unique retractable mechanism with integrated 
belt clip making them safe to carry and easy to store.
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WOOD PREPARATIONsAWs

Xtract™ Garden Saw (L) SW75 Article no 123880 Product benefits

Xtract™ Garden Saw (S) SW73 Article no 123870 Product benefits

Xtract™ Builders Saw SW72 Article no 123860 Product benefits

Fixed Blade Saw SW84 Article no 123840 Product benefits

<< efficiently saws fresh wood
<< new design with handy belt clip which retracts when in use
<< softGrip™ handle ensures a safe grip
<< Finger guard protects fingers from sliding onto the blade 
<< Blade length 255 mm
<< Large cutting capacity up to 220mm
<< Cuts on the pull stroke                                                     
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 330mm
<< Weight: 230g

<< efficiently saws fresh wood
<< new design with handy belt clip which retracts when in use
<< softGrip™ handle ensures a safe grip
<< Finger guard protects fingers from sliding onto the blade 
<< Blade length 160 mm
<< Cutting capacity 120mm
<< Cuts on the pull stroke                                                                
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 223mm
<< Weight: 130g

<< Fine teeth for cutting wood strips and boards
<< new design with handy belt clip which retracts when in use
<< softGrip™ handle ensures a safe grip
<< Finger guard protects fingers from sliding onto the blade 
<< Blade length 160 mm
<< Cuts on the pull stroke                                                             
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 223mm
<< Weight: 127g

<< Large cutting capacity up to 120mm
<< Highly efficient tooth profile enabling fast  
and accurate sawing
<< softGrip™ ergonomic curved handle for  
comfortable use
<< Cuts on the pull stroke
<< Blade 330mm
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 490mm
<< Weight: 410g

saws

*6411501238801*

*6411501238702*

*6411501238603*

*6411501238405*
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spare Parts

21" Bow Saw SW30 Article no 124800 Product benefits

24" Bow Saw SW31 Article no 124810 Product benefits

124807
spare blade for 
bow saw 124800

124817
spare blade for 
bow saw 124810

<< excellent for sawing stems and thicker branches
<< Curved nose enables cutting in hard to each or difficult 
positions
<< Cuts on both the push and pull stroke with  
unique 'plane toothing'
<< Plastic protector for safe transportation
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 620mm
<< Weight: 575g

<< excellent for sawing stems and thicker branches
<< Curved nose enables cutting in hard to each or difficult 
positions
<< Cuts on both the push and pull stroke with  
unique 'plane toothing'
<< Plastic protector for safe transportation
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 695mm
<< Weight: 635g

sAWsWOOD PREPARATION

Bow saws

*5702264141004*

*5702264141011*

*0046561100674* *0046561100681*
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WOOD PREPARATIONKnives

Knives
Fiskars designs perfect knives for a range of smaller gardening 
applications. their hard wearing blades are made from stainless 
and carbon steel to ensure years of trouble free operation.
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Grafting Pocket Knife K61 Article no 125890 Product benefits

Utility Knife K40 Article no 125860 Product benefits

Hooked Grafting Knife K62 Article no 125880 Product benefits

Grafting Penknife K60 Article no 125900 Product benefits

<< General purpose knife with plastic sheath
<< ergonomically designed plastic handle with finger guard
<< Blade of stainless steel. Length 100mm
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 218mm
<< Weight: 70g

Mineral Wool Knife K20 Article no 125870 Product benefits

<< For cutting mineral wool
<< ergonomically designed handle with finger guard
<< Blade of stainless steel
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 420mm
<< Weight: 54g

<< For taking cuttings, picking flowers and  
vegetables and cutting laterals
<< Handle of recycled plastic attached with a brass rivet
<< Blade of stainless steel
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 170mm
<< Weight: 50g

<< For cutting small side shoots, pruning of weak  
growth and picking flowers and vegetables
<< Handle of recycled plastic attached with a brass rivet
<< Blade of stainless steel
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 170mm
<< Weight: 50g

<< ideal for grafting and making wooden canes  
for holding small plants and bushes
<< Handle of recycled plastic attached with a brass rivet
<< Blade of stainless steel
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 170mm
<< Weight: 50g

KnivesWOOD PREPARATION

Knives

 

 

*6411502870628*

*8008220020473*

*8008220020480*

*8008220020497*

*6411502879027*
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FoRestRY tooLs WOOD PREPARATION

FoRestRY 
tooLs
Fiskars forestry tools offer a specialized package for heavy 
wood craft  including a sledge hammer, log splitter, a selection 
of wedges, a brush hook for trimming and thinning as well as 
levers and tongs for moving logs. these durable tools are the 
perfect fit for effective operations and ease of use in the forest.
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Log Tongs Article no 126030 Product benefits

<< Hardened boron steel with ground tip
<< Handle of thermoplastic rubber guarantees a good grip
<< Lever mechanism with epoxy coating
<< Widest grip range of 195mm
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 288mm
<< Weight: 459g

Brush Hook X3 Article no 126003 Product benefits

Log Hook Article no 126020 Product benefits

<< For trimming trees and thinning out thicker branches
<< Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the tool virtually unbreakable
<< optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip
<< Hooked end of the handle prevents slipping
<< With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage                                                                                  
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 505mm
<< Weight: 450

<< For lifting and moving light timber
<< Use of double hooks or together with log tongs  
is recommended
<< Hardened carbon steel with ground tip
<< Handle of softGriptM rubber guarantees a good grip
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 235mm
<< Weight: 420g

Forestry tools

Felling Lever with Turning Hook Article no 126050 Product benefits

<< Drop forged, hardened boron steel
<< Forged in one piece of steel for superior strength
<< two step leverage action
<< turning hook with ground tip
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 768mm
<< Weight: 1287g

Sledge Hammer XL Article no 120030 Product benefits

<< Rounded edges on the striking surface delay  
burring and lessen the risk of chipping
<< Rubber miss-hit guard helps to lessen jarring  
from miss hits
<< Fibreglass core and elastomeric anti-slip and  
anti-vibration handle ensure greater resistance  
and comfort
<< Hardened, tempered and forged carbon steel
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 900mm
<< Weight: 5180g

sledge Hammer

FoRestRY tooLsWOOD PREPARATION

*6411501260031*

*6411503190008*

*6411503190602*

*6411503194525*

*6411501200303*
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WOOD PREPARATIONFoRestRY tooLs

Wedges

Helicoidal Splitting Wedge SAFE-T Article no 120021 Product benefits

Splitting Wedge Article no 120020 Product benefits

Spare Striking Surface Article no 122151 Product benefits

<< Helicoidally shaped which makes the wood  
burst more easily therefore reducing the need  
to use several wedges
<< Rounded head to avoid material fragmentation
<< Anti return slot
<< Forged steel
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 220mm
<< Weight: 2200g

<< Replaceable striking surface for Helicoidal splitting 
Wedge sAFe-t (120021)
<< Retail box: 1
<< Length: 65mm
<< Weight: 300g

<< Helicoidally shaped which makes the wood  
burst more easily therefore reducing the need  
to use several wedges
<< Highly resistant polyamide striking surface  
and metal ring
<< Reduces the risk of flying particles therefore no need 
to maintain the striking surface to remove burring
<< Reduces the risk of Rsi (Repetitive strain injury)  
and it dampens the vibrations when struck
<< Forged steel
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 240mm
<< Weight: 2400g

*6411501200204*

*6411501200211*

*3157331221516*
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SOIL CARE sPADes

sPADes
Fiskars wanted to take the hard work out of digging so we’ve 
designed a range of ergonomic spades with features such as 
angled heads and telescopic handles that make lighter work of 
moving earth. Durable hardened boron steel blades are folded  
at the top to create a stepping surface for additional leverage. 
Good design, great materials and ergonomic grip make spade 
work a breeze.
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telescopic
Telescopic Garden Spade Pointed Article no 131300 Product benefits

Telescopic Garden Spade Rounded Article no 131310 Product benefits

<< Pointed and sharpened cutting edge to aerate,  
stir and turn soil and cut through roots
<< especially good for digging in stony, clay and hard soils
<< Large D-shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or  
without gloves
<< Adjustable shaft length from 1050mm to 1250mm means 
the spade can be comfortably used at range of heights
<< the welded connection between the blade and the shaft 
ensures rigid durability and longevity
<< Boron steel construction adds extra strength and  
makes penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 13º
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1050 - 1250mm
<< Weight: 1900g

<< straight, sharpened cutting edge to aerate,  
stir and turn soil and cut through roots
<< Large D-shaped handle fits all hand sizes,  
with or without gloves
<< Adjustable shaft length from 1050mm to 1250mm means 
the spade can be comfortably used at range of heights
<< the welded connection between the blade and the shaft 
ensures rigid durability and longevity
<< Boron steel construction adds extra strength and  
makes penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 13º                                                                                                                                        
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length:1050 - 1250mm
<< Weight: 1950g

ergonomic
Ergonomic Garden Spade Pointed Article no 131410 Product benefits

<< Pointed, sharpened cutting edge for slicing and  
cutting grass tufts and moving and mixing soil
<< the 17º handle angle of the handle means that the hand 
stays in a natural position which reduces strain on the 
hand and wrist
<< the Y-shaped handle ensures a comfortable and firm grip
<< the tear drop shaped steel shaft with a plastic coating 
makes it extremely durable, maximises grip and insulates 
against the cold
<< the welded connection between the blade and the  
shaft ensures rigid durability
<< Boron steel construction adds extra strength and  
makes penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 26º                                                                                                                                         
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1250mm
<< Weight: 1870g

SOIL CAREsPADes

*6411503252553*

*6411503250559*

*5905568020024*
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sPADesSOIL CARE

Ergonomic Garden Spade Rounded Article no 131400 Product benefits

<< Rounded, sharpened cutting edge for slicing  
and cutting grass tufts and moving and mixing soil
<< the 17º handle angle of the handle means that the hand 
stays in a natural position which reduces strain on the 
hand and wrist
<< the Y-shaped handle ensures a comfortable and firm grip
<< the tear drop shaped steel shaft with a plastic coating 
makes it extremely durable, maximises grip and insulates 
against the cold
<< the welded connection between the blade and  
the shaft ensures rigid durability
<< Boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 26º                                                                                                                                       
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1250mm
<< Weight: 2000g

ErgoComfort Construction Digging Spade Pointed Long Article no 131911 Product benefits

ErgoComfort Construction Digging Spade Pointed Article no 131921 Product benefits

<< Pointed and sharpened cutting edge to aerate,  
stir and turn soil and cut through roots
<< especially good for digging in stony, clay and hard soils
<< Large D-shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or 
without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< the welded connection between the blade and  
the shaft ensures rigid durability
<< equipped with a special plastic-coated sleeve  
on the shaft for more comfort
<< the boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes penetration into the soil easier       
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1270mm
<< Weight: 2200g

<< Pointed and sharpened cutting edge to aerate,  
stir and turn soil and cut through roots
<< especially good for digging in stony, clay and hard  
soils Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes,  
with or without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< the welded connection between the blade and the 
shaft ensures rigid durability and longevity
<< the boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes penetration into the soil easier                                                                           
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1130mm
<< Weight: 2050g

ergoComfort (Construction)

*5905568020017*

*6411503201520*

*6411503201551*
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ErgoComfort Garden Spade Pointed Article no 131412 Product benefits

ErgoComfort Garden Spade Rounded Article no 132402 Product benefits

<< Pointed and sharpened cutting edge to aerate,  
stir and turn soil and cut through roots
<< especially good for digging in stony, clay and hard soils
<< the D-shaped handle means that all hand sizes, with 
or without gloves, can easily use the range of products
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< the welded connection between the blade and the 
shaft ensures rigid durability
<< the boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes penetration into the soil easier                                                                                 
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1170mm
<< Weight: 1750g

<< straight and sharpened cutting edge for slicing and 
cutting grass tufts and moving and mixing soil
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes,  
with or without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< the welded connection between the blade and the 
shaft ensures rigid durability
<< the boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes penetration into the soil easier                                                                           
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1170mm
<< Weight: 1900g

ergoComfort

Garden Light Garden Spade Pointed Article no 131510 Product benefits

<< Pointed cutting edge to aerate, stir and turn soil  
and cut through roots
<< Lightweight garden spade for general garden work
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or 
without gloves
<< the oval shaped aluminium shaft with a plastic 
coating makes it lightweight, resistant to rust, helps to 
maximise the grip as well as insulates from the cold
<< Blade is made from boron steel for extra strength and 
easier penetration into the soil                               
<< Retail box: 5 
<< Length: 1130mm
<< Weight: 1190g

Garden Light

Garden Light Garden Spade Rounded Article no 131500 Product benefits

<< straight cutting edge for slicing and cutting grass  
tufts and moving and mixing soil
<< Lightweight garden spade for general garden work
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or 
without gloves
<< the oval shaped aluminium shaft with a plastic 
coating makes it lightweight, resistant to rust, helps to 
maximise the grip as well as insulates from the cold
<< Blade is made from boron steel for extra strength  
and easier penetration into the soil                                         
<< Retail box: 5 
<< Length: 1130mm
<< Weight: 1260g"

*5905568024169*

*5905568024060*

*7317791120613*

*7317791120606*

SOIL CAREsPADes
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other
Safety Camping & Car Spade Article no 131520 Product benefits

Foldable Spade Article no 131320 Product benefits

<< Lightweight spade for camping and gardening
<< Floats in water
<< Plastic (PP) handle is resistant to low temperatures
<< Durable aluminium scoop for rigidity and high  
tensile strength
<< Hexagonal shaft for extra grip
<< Retail box: 6 
<< Length: 700mm
<< Weight: 479g

<< Handy and practical for camping, sports etc
<< Works as a spade and as a hoe
<< Canvas sheath for safe storage and protection
<< Durable spade of hardened boron steel, hardened 
aluminium and plastic
<< easy to fold and unfold
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 249 - 590mm
<< Weight: 1016g

*6411503270007*

*6411503275019*
Short Pointed Spade Article no Ps2500 Product benefits

<< short
<< strong steel handle
<< easy to grip, plastic D-handle
<< Hardened high quality steel head
<< Retail box: 3
<< Length: 800 - 195mm
<< Weight: 1350g

*5905568800152*

sPADesSOIL CARE



FoRKs
Fiskars forks are ergonomically designed to rest comfortably  
in your hand when you're digging or turning over compost. 

SOIL CAREFoRKs
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Ergonomic Garden Fork Article no 133400 Product benefits

<< For breaking down soil after digging and for moving 
crops and plants and bulky material (e.g leaves)
<< the 17º angle of the handle means that the hand 
remains in a natural position, helping to reduce strain 
on the hand and wrist
<< the Y shaped handle helps to ensure a comfortable 
and firm grip
<< the tear drop shaped steel shaft with a plastic coating 
makes it extremely durable and helps to maximise the 
grip and insulates from the cold
<< Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and makes 
penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 26º                                                                              
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1215mm
<< Weight: 2160g

Telescopic Garden Fork Article no 133320 Product benefits

<< 4 sharp and firm prongs especially useful for hard and 
stony soil
<< the adjustable shaft length from 1050mm to 1250mm 
means the spade can be comfortably used at a range of 
heights
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without 
gloves
<< Boron steel prongs add extra strength and make 
penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 13º                                                                 
<< Retail box:4 
<< Length:1058-1256mm
<< Weight: 1800g

telescopic

ergonomic

FoRKs

*6411503352550*

*5905568902108*
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ErgoComfort Compost Fork Article no 133432 Product benefits

ErgoComfort Manure Fork Article no 133442 Product benefits

<< Long prongs for aerating compost and for twigs, potato tops etc
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and makes  
penetration into the soil easier                           
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1270mm
<< Weight: 1800g

<< Firm prongs for moving manure
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and makes  
penetration into the soil easier                                  
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1290mm
<< Weight: 2000g

ErgoComfort Garden Fork Article no 133422 Product benefits

<< suitable for moving garden waste and clippings
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the rounded stainless steel shaft makes it extremely  
durable and rust resistant
<< Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and makes 
penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 20º                                                               
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1220mm
<< Weight: 2100g

SOIL CARE

ergoComfort

ErgoComfort Large Hay Fork Article no 133452 Product benefits

<< Wide prongs to make pitching hay easier
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and makes  
penetration into the soil easier                              
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1290mm
<< Weight: 1900g

 Garden Light Garden Fork Article no 133500 Product benefits

<< Lightweight digging fork for cultivating soil.
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the oval shaped aluminium shaft with a plastic coating  
makes it lightweight, resistant to rust, helps to maximise  
the grip and insulates from the cold
<< Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and makes  
penetration into the soil easier                                  
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 1130mm
<< Weight: 1380g

Garden Light

FoRKs

*6411503312554*

*6411503322508*

*6411503302555*

*6411503330220*

*5905561335002*
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sHoveLs
Fiskars shovels can be used for clearing snow, gravel or garden 
debris. the light and ergonomic design of our shovels means you 
can get stuck in with less risk of straining your back. 

sHoveLs
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Ergonomic Shovel Article no 132400 Product benefits

<< For sand, gravel and other construction materials
<< the 17º handle angle of the handle means that the hand remains  
in a natural position, helping to reduce strain on the hand and wrist
<< the tear drop shaped steel shaft with a plastic coating  
makes it extremely durable and helps to maximise the  
grip and insulates from the cold
<< the Y shaped handle helps to ensure a comfortable and firm grip 
<< the welded connection between the blade and the shaft  
ensures rigid durability and longevity
<< Boron steel construction adds extra strength and makes 
penetration into the soil easier
<< Lifting angle of 40º
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1320mm
<< Weight: 2100g

ergonomic

ErgoComfort Construction Concrete Shovel Article no 132911 Product benefits

<< For working with sand, gravel, concrete and other  
construction material
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable
<< the steel construction adds extra strength and  
makes penetration into the soil easier                                                                                                           
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1220mm
<< Weight: 2300g

ergoComfort (Construction)

Garden Light
Garden Light Shovel Article no 132500 Product benefits

<< For sand, gravel and other construction materials
<< Lightweight garden shovel for lighter garden work
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the oval shaped aluminium shaft with a plastic coating  
makes it lightweight, resistant to rust, helps to maximise  
the grip and insulates from the cold
<< Blade is made from boron steel for extra strength and  
easier penetration into the soil
<< Lifting angle 40°                                                                                     
<< Retail box: 5 
<< Length: 1230mm
<< Weight: 1130g

ErgoComfort Shovel  Article no 132402 Product benefits

<< For sand, soil and other construction materials
<< Lightweight garden shovel for lighter garden work
<< Large D shaped handle fits all hand sizes, with or without gloves
<< the oval shaped aluminium shaft with a plastic coating 
<< makes it lightweight, resistant to rust, helps to maximise 
<< the grip and insulates from the cold
<< Blade is made from boron steel for extra  
strength and easier penetration into the soil
<< Lifting angle 40°
<< Retail box: 5 
<< Length: 1230mm
<< Weight: 1130g

ergoComfort

SOIL CAREsHoveLs

*5905568020031*

*6411503221559*

*5905568022103*

*7317791118603*
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GARDen 
DRiLLs
the Fiskars Garden drill is not only a useful construction tool it 
is also makes many everyday garden tasks simpler. it is the best 
tool for the job when planting flowers or bushes and also when 
aerating and fertilizing the ground. it comes in three sizes so you 
can pick the right size to suit specific garden tasks.

GARDen DRiLL
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Plus Parts

QuikDrill™ Garden Drill S Article no 134710 Product benefits

QuikDrill™ Garden Drill L Article no 134730 Product benefits

QuikDrill™ Garden Drill M Article no 134720 Product benefits

<< For planting bulbs, aerating and fertilizing soil  
and installing small posts
<< Drills a smooth edged hole without getting stuck  
on small stones or roots
<< Handle made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make it extremely strong
<< steel tube shaft for maximum strength
<< Dual cutting action with two optimally angled  
and sharpened blades
<< Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with screws
<< Working diameter 100mm
<< Retail box: 2 
<< Length: 1100mm
<< Weight: 2100g

<< For perennial planting, aerating and mixing compost 
and installing medium sized posts
<< Drills a smooth edged hole without getting stuck  
on small stones or roots
<< Handle made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make it extremely strong
<< steel tube shaft for maximum strength
<< Dual cutting action with two optimally angled  
and sharpened blades
<< Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with screws
<< Working diameter 150mm
<< Retail box: 2 
<< Length: 1100mm
<< Weight: 2250g

<< For planting hedges and trees,  
drilling compost holes and installing large posts
<< Drills a smooth edged hole without getting  
stuck on small stones or roots
<< Handle made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make it extremely strong
<< steel tube shaft for maximum strength
<< Dual cutting action with two optimally angled  
and sharpened blades
<< Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with screws
<< Working diameter 200mm                                                                      
<< Retail box: 2 
<< Length: 1100mm
<< Weight: 2500g

<< switch easily between different garden tasks thanks to 
Fiskars QuikDrill Plus Parts
<< the blades come in 3 sizes and can be combined with 
any Fiskars QuikDrill shaft
<< the interchangable blades extent the usage of the 
original Fiskars QuikDrill to versatile garden tasks from 
perennial planting to aerating soil                              
 
 

Fiskars QuikDrilltM

134717 
QuikDrill™ PlusPart S:         
Working diameter 100mm 
Retail box: 2
Length: 50mm
Weight: 140g 
 

134727 
QuikDrill™ PlusPart M:         
Working diameter 150mm 
Retail box: 2
Length: 75mm
Weight: 320g 
 

134737 
QuikDrill™ PlusPart L:         
Working diameter 200mm 
Retail box: 2
Length: 100mm
Weight: 580g

GARDen DRiLL SOIL CARE

*5905568347107*

*5905568347206*

*5905568347305*

*5905568347176* *5905568347275* *5905568347374*



nURseRY tooLs

nURseRY 
tooLs
Fiskars nursery tools are ergonomically designed for comfortable 
planting, cultivating, weeding and seeding. they are designed  
with rounded edges to minimise soil and root damage.

SOIL CARE
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nURseRY tooLs

Premium Planters Trowel Article no 137200 Product benefits

Premium Planters Cultivator Article no 137220 Product benefits

Premium Planters Transplanter Article no 137210 Product benefits

Premium Planters Weed Fork Article no 137230 Product benefits

<< For planting and transplanting in hard ground
<< Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel blade
<< sharp blade edge for better penetration to the soil
<< Durable and lightwight FiberComp™ body
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 278mm
<< Weight: 143g

<< For aerating and loosening soil
<< Perfect for cleaning and smoothing over small areas
<< Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel prongs 
penetrate even the hardest soil
<< Durable and lightwight FiberComp™ body
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 256mm
<< Weight: 154g

<< For planting and weeding in hard ground
<< Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
<< Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel blade
<< sharp blade edge for better penetration to the soil
<< Durable and lightwight FiberComp™ body
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 280mm
<< Weight: 109g

Premium Planters

<< For planting and weeding whilst protecting roots
<< Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel prongs 
penetrates even the hardest soil
<< Durable and lightwight FiberComp™ body
<< Hanging hole for easy storage                                                                                                                       
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 242mm
<< Weight: 124g

SOIL CARE

*6411501372000*

*6411501372109*

*6411501372208*

*6411501372307*
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Trowel Article no 137000 Product benefits

<< ideal for planting and transplanting
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight and strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Blade can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 291mm
<< Weight: 96g

Transplanter Article no 137010 Product benefits

Weed Fork Article no 137030 Product benefits

Cultivator Article no 137020 Product benefits

<< ideal for planting and weeding
<< Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Blade can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 291mm
<< Weight: 82g

<< ideal for aerating and loosening soil
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 276mm
<< Weight: 89g

<< ideal for planting and weeding whilst  
protecting roots
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight but strong
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 263mm
<< Weight: 89g

nURseRY tooLs

nursery tools

SOIL CARE

*6411503460101*

*6411503460200*

*6411503460309*

*6411502460409*
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Planter's Hoe Article no 137040 Product benefits

<< ideal for multiple planting and weeding tasks
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage                                             
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 322mm
<< Weight: 168g

nURseRY tooLs

inspiration™

Trowel viola Article no 137120 Product benefits

Transplanter viola Article no 137122 Product benefits

Trowel lily Article no 137121 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
<< ideal for planting and transplanting
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Blade can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 291mm
<< Weight: 96g

<< Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
<< ideal for planting and weeding
<< Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the  
tool extremely lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Blade can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 291mm
<< Weight: 82g

<< Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
<< ideal for planting and transplanting
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Blade can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 291mm
<< Weight: 96g

SOIL CARE

*6411502460508*

*6411501371201*

*6411501371218*

*6411501371225*
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Cultivator viola Article no 137124 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
<< ideal for aerating and loosening soil
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 276mm
<< Weight: 89g

Transplanter lily Article no 137123 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
<< ideal for planting and weeding
<< Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the  
tool extremely lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Blade can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 291mm
<< Weight: 82g

Cultivator lily Article no 137125 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
<< ideal for aerating and loosening soil
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 276mm
<< Weight: 89g

Weed Fork viola Article no 137126 Product benefits

Weed Fork lily Article no 137127 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
<< ideal for planting and weeding whilst  
protecting roots
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 263mm
<< Weight: 89g

<< Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
<< ideal for planting and weeding whilst  
protecting roots
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 263mm
<< Weight: 89g

nURseRY tooLsSOIL CARE

*6411501371232*

*6411501371249*

*6411501371256*

*6411501371263*

*6411501371270*
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Planters Hoe lily Article no 137129 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
<< ideal for multiple planting and weeding tasks
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 322mm
<< Weight: 168g

Planters Hoe viola Article no 137128 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
<< ideal for multiple planting and weeding tasks
<< FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong
<< FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
<< Prongs can be sharpened
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 322mm
<< Weight: 168g

nURseRY tooLs SOIL CARE

*6411501371287*

*6411501371294*
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PRUneRs
Fiskars pruners are ergonomically designed for comfort and ease 
of use and are recognised as best in category by many gardeners 
and industry experts for value and performance. their ergonomic 
handles are made of extra durable synthetic materials and the 
stainless steel blades are secured by an easily accessible locking 
mechanism when the pruner is not in use.

36
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Quantum™ Pruner Bypass P100 Article no 111970 Product benefits

<< High quality aluminium body balanced by  
comfortable cork truGrip™ handles 
<< truedge™ blade technology including precision 
ground hardened steel and anti-friction coating 
ensures clean, accurate cutting power 
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 215mm
<< Weight: 280g

PLANT CAREPRUneRs

Quantum™

NEW

PowerGear™ Pruner Bypass L P94 Article no 111540 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Pruner Bypass (S-M) P92 Article no 111520 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< Unique rotating handle movement ensures that all 
fingers are used simultaneously and exert an equal  
but reduced pressure for maximum power and less 
effort on every cut
<< Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant steel 
(CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 207mm
<< Weight: 272g

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< Unique rotating handle movement ensures that all 
fingers are used simultaneously and exert an equal  
but reduced pressure for maximum power and less 
effort on every cut
<< Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant steel 
(CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 200mm
<< Weight: 192g

PowerGear™

*6411501119704*

*6411501965417*

*6411501965202*
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PowerGear™ Pruner Anvil (S-M) P91 Article no 111510 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< Unique rotating handle movement ensures that all 
fingers are used simultaneously and exert an equal  
but reduced pressure for maximum power and less 
effort on every cut
<< Upper blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant 
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) for increased durability
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 192mm
<< Weight: 192g

PowerStep™ Pruner Anvil P83 Article no 111670 Product benefits

<< FiberComp™ handles and softGrip™ covered upper 
handle for increased comfort
<< intelligent Powerstep™ mechanism allows users to 
cut thicker branches in one, two or three steps
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and to make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) for increased durability
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 180mm
<< Weight: 140g

Pro Pruner P90 Article no 111960 Product benefits

best of the best
reddot

<< extra hardened carbon steel upper blade stays  
sharp for longer
<< Blades are side supported to ensure that they stay  
in line when cutting thick branches
<< includes a wire cutter to ensure that the blades  
are not damaged
<< Adjustable tightening with nut locking ring to help 
ensure constantly precise cutting
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 230mm
<< Weight: 265g

Powerstep™

24

PRUneRsPLANT CARE

*6411501965103*

*8008220029629*

*6411501116703*

Pro Pruner
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SmartFit Pruner Bypass P68 Article no 111610 Product benefits

<< Multi-purpose pruner with an adjustable  
cutting aperture
<< enables quick snipping of thinner branches as well as 
heavier of thicker branches up to 24mm in diameter
<< the convenient locking mechanism is accessible 
with one hand providing safety in storage and in use                            
Comfortable softGrip™ handles 
<< Pruner design optimized for convenient and 
ergonomic cutting 
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 208mm
<< Weight: 192g

smartFit

PLANT CAREPRUneRs

NEW

PowerLever™ Pruner Bypass P54 Article no 111340 Product benefits

<< Handles made from lightwight FiberComp™  
material and designed specially for small and  
medium sized hands
<< Patented PowerLever™ mechanism makes cutting 
easier and allows use of all fingers simultaneously
<< Durable stainless steel blades stay  
sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and to make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 173mm
<< Weight: 132g

PowerLever™

20

*6411501116109*

*6411501963406*
best of the best
reddot
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Fingerloop Universal Snip SP45 Article no 111450 Product benefits

<< Designed for multiple cutting tasks like cutting  
steel plastic, tube, rope or hose. not designed  
for cutting branches
<< Handles made from FiberComp™ with a safe grip 
making them extremely lightweight and strong
<< Loop in the lower handle makes the change to other 
tools easy and protects the fingers when cutting
<< Corrosion resistant, stainless steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 218mm
<< Weight: 168g

Fingerloop Pruner Bypass P44 Article no 111440 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ with a safe grip 
making them extremely lightweight and strong
<< softGriptM covered upper handle for  
increased comfort
<< Loop in the lower handle makes the change to other 
tools easy and protects the fingers when cutting
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Corrosion resistant, stainless steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 201mm
<< Weight: 154g

Fingerloop

20

20

PLANT CARE

*6411501964502*

*6411501964403*
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PRUneRs

SingleStep™ Pruner Anvil P25 Article no 111250 Product benefits

SingleStep™ Universal Snip SP28 Article no 111280 Product benefits

<< Fiskars quality for basic pruning tasks in garden
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from Polyamide
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 200mm
<< Weight: 196g

<< Designed for multiple cutting tasks like cutting steel, 
plastic, tube, rope or hose. not recommended for 
cutting branches in garden
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 208mm
<< Weight: 200g

SingleStep™ Snip SP27 Article no 111270 Product benefits

SingleStep™ pruner Bypass P26 Article no 111260 Product benefits

<< Designed for multiple cutting tasks like  
plastic, tube, rope or hose
<< not for cutting branches in garden
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 206mm
<< Weight: 196g

<< Fiskars quality for basic pruning tasks in garden
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade  
to reduce friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 208mm
<< Weight: 200g

singlestep™

22

22

PLANT CARE

*6411501112705*

*6411501112606*

*6411501112507*

*6411501112804*
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Inspiration™ Pruner Bypass Viola P26V Article no 111264 Product benefits

<< Quality pruner in trendy violet colour
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 208mm
<< Weight: 200g

PRUneRs

inspiration™

Inspiration™ Pruner Bypass Lily P26L Article no 111265 Product benefits

<< Quality pruner in trendy white colour
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce  
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 208mm
<< Weight: 200g

Inspiration™ Pruner Anvil Viola P25V Article no 111254 Product benefits

<< Quality pruner in trendy violet colour
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from Polyamide
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 200mm
<< Weight: 196g

Inspiration™ Pruner Anvil Lily P25L Article no 111255 Product benefits

<< Quality pruner in trendy white colour
<< sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
<< Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from Polyamide
<< Carbon steel blades
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 200mm
<< Weight: 196g

PLANT CARE

*6411501112644*

*6411501112651*

*6411501112545*

*6411501112552*
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PowerLever™ Two Hand Pruner Anvil (L) P58 Article no 111620 Product benefits

PowerLever™ Two Hand Pruner Anvil (M) P56 Article no 111640 Product benefits

<< Can be used easily with one or two hands,  
allowing gardeners to reach further without the  
need to stretch uncomfortably
<< three different grip positions can be applied: 
1. Precision grip for detailed cutting 
2.  Reach grip for reaching inner branches  

of a bush or tree crowns
     3. Power grip using 2 hands for power cutting
<< the parallel handle movement helps to keep strain  
to a minimum on hand and arm muscles, enabling 
gardeners to work comfortably for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and to make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 636mm
<< Weight: 475g

<< Can be used easily with one or two hands,  
allowing gardeners to reach further without the  
need to stretch uncomfortably
<< three different grip positions can be applied: 
1. Precision grip for detailed cutting 
2.  Reach grip for reaching inner branches  

of a bush or tree crowns
     3. Power grip using 2 hands for power cutting
<< the parallel handle movement helps to keep strain  
to a minimum on hand and arm muscles, enabling 
gardeners to work comfortably for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and to make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 403mm
<< Weight: 315g

two Hand Pruners

22

22

PLANT CARE

*6411501966209*

*6411501966407*
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PRUneRs

111526
Blade and pivot 
screw for pruner 
111520

111447
springs for pruners 
111430, 111440, 
111450, 111510  
and 111520.

111546
Blade, pivot screw 
and adjustable screw 
for pruner 111540

111545
spring for 
pruner 111540

111338
Blade, spring and 
3 rivets for pruner 
111330

111516
Blade and pivot 
screw for pruner 
111510

111348
Blade, spring and 
3 rivets for pruner 
111340

111976 
Quantum cork 
grips for 111970

111965
Blade, bolt, sheet, 
nut, screw and spring 
for pruner 111960

111977 
Quantum upper 
blade for 111970

spare Parts

PLANT CARE

*6411501119766*

*6411501114471*

*6411501115461*

*6411501115461*

*6411501113481*

*6411501119773*

*6411501115454*

*6411501115263*

*6411501113382*

*8008220019446*
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MAINTENANCE

Maintenance Kit Article no 110990 Product benefits

<< includes a maintenance guide book, diamond  
file and oil
<< instructions on sharpening, oiling, washing,  
storage etc is detailed in pictures and symbols
<< Retail box:4
<< Length:104 mm
<< Weight:135g

Well cared for garden tools perform better and last longer. 
A tool can be made as good as new and ready for use 
again in just a few minutes. Fiskars Care Kit contains all 
the necessary equipment and instructions needed for  
maintenance of your gardening tools:

Instructions 
how/when to sharpen, 
oil, wash, store, etc.

Diamond File
long-lasting and suitable 
for hardened steel

Oil
reduce friction and protect 
blades against corrosion

Sharpening: With time, blades become blunt and 
begin to lose their cutting capacity. When cutting marks  
are no longer tidy and strands and bark start getting 
stuck to the blade, it is time to sharpen the tool. Work-
ing with sharp tools benefit both the gardener and the 
garden: sharp tools demand less effort from the user 
and clean cuts promote faster healing of the plants. 
the easiest way to sharpen the blade is using a 
diamond file. 

Oiling: Blades, joints and springs should be oiled 
on a regular basis with just a few drops of oil. 

Springs: if the tool has springs, the blades should 
be securely locked before storage to maintain the 
spring tension.

Maintenance

*6411501969903*



4646

sCissoRs
Fiskars orange handled scissors are design classics that have 
been popular for more than four decades. our selection of garden 
scissors are excellent for precise cutting and trimming tasks.  
the carbon steel blades easily cut through materials from fine  
wire to flower stems.

PLANT CARE sCissoRs
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Universal and Floral scissors
Universal Garden Scissors 24cm S94 Article no 111050 Product benefits

Universal Garden Scissors 21cm S90 Article no 111040 Product benefits

Universal Garden Scissors 18cm S92 Article no 111030 Product benefits

<< For cutting flowers and plants
<< ergonomic handles are designed based on  
the natural hand movement
<< Handles made from impact-resistant PBt 
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 248mm
<< Weight: 142 g

<< For cutting flowers and plants
<< ergonomic handles are designed based on  
the natural hand movement
<< Handles made from impact-resistant PBt 
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 212mm
<< Weight: 83 g

<< For cutting flowers and plants
<< ergonomic handles are designed based on  
the natural hand movement
<< Handles made from impact-resistant PBt 
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< serrated blades for better control
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 185mm
<< Weight: 73 g

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universal Garden Scissors S60 Article no 111020 Product benefits

<< FiberComp™ handles with softGriptM  
cover increase the comfort
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< serrated lower blade for better control, preventing  
the flower or plant from slipping forwards
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 216 mm
<< Weight: 85g

sCissoRsCUTTING TOOLS

 

PLANT CAREsCissoRs

*6411501110503*

*6411501110404*

*6411501110305*

*6411501110206*
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PLANT CARE

Precision Scissors 11cm S40 Article no 111001 Product benefits

<< For cutting flowers and plants
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< sharp pointed blades for precise cutting 
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 110mm
<< Weight: 18 g

Bonsai Scissors S36 Article no 111080 Product benefits

 << For cutting small plants such as bonsai, herbs,  
garden flowers and house plants
<< softGrip™ handles make them comfortable to use
<< sharp pointed blades for precise cutting
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 180mm
<< Weight: 70 g

Bonsai Shear S34 Article no 111070 Product benefits

<< For cutting small plants such as Bonsai, herbs,  
garden flowers and house plants
<< softGrip™ handles make them comfortable to use
<< sharp pointed blades for precise cutting
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 153mm
<< Weight: 50g

 

 

Bonsai Leaf Trimmer S30 Article no 111060 Product benefits

<< sharp tips for precision cutting of herbs  
and bonsai plants
<< Fingerloop design to help ensure a firm grip
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 125mm
<< Weight: 25g

 

sCissoRs

*6411501110015*

*0046561196387*

*0078484110706*

*6411501110602*
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Cut And Hold Snip S10 Article no 111160 Product benefits

<< the cut and hold action is especially useful when 
cutting plants with thorns
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 143mm
<< Weight: 58g

Floral Scissors S28 Article no 111010 Product benefits

<< For cutting flowers and sprouts
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< serrated lower blade for better control, preventing  
the flower or plant from slipping forwards
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 192 mm
<< Weight: 64g

 

Herb Scissors S23 Article no 111000 Product benefits

<< For cutting flowers and plants
<< extra hard stainless steel blades
<< sharp pointed blades for precise cutting 
<< Retail box: 5
<< Length: 152mm
<< Weight: 30 g

 

 

PLANT CAREsCissoRs

*6411501932006*

*6411501931542*

*6411503961608*



LoPPeRs
Fiskars loppers are suitable for all kinds of garden cutting tasks 
with a capacity of up to Ø 55 mm. the range includes different 
models for different users, unique materials and patented 
mechanisms. Fiskars loppers are designed to be lightweight, 
efficient and comfortable to use.

PLANT CARE LoPPeRs

50
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Quantum™

PLANT CARE

QuantumTM Lopper Bypass Scissor Head (S) L102 Article no 112240 Product benefits

<< Robust aluminium cross section handles ensure 
lightness and strength
<< truGrip™ cork with softGrip™ inlays delivers  
greater comfort during operations
<< Precision ground hardened steel blades cut  
cleanly and precisely
<< PowerGear™ mechanism makes cutting three and  
a half times easier than standard mechanisms                      
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 570 mm
<< Weight: 832g

NEW

QuantumTM Lopper Bypass (M) L104 Article no 112330 Product benefits

<< Robust aluminium cross section handles ensure 
lightness and strength
<< truGrip™ cork with softGrip™ inlays delivers  
greater comfort during operations
<< Precision ground hardened steel blades cut  
cleanly and precisely
<< PowerGear™ mechanism makes cutting three and  
a half times easier than standard mechanisms                         
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 640mm
<< Weight:1190 g

NEW

QuantumTM Lopper Bypass (L) L108 Article no 112630 Product benefits

<< Robust aluminium cross section handles ensure 
lightness and strength
<< truGrip™ cork with softGrip™ inlays delivers  
greater comfort during operations
<< Precision ground hardened steel blades cut  
cleanly and precisely
<< PowerGear™ mechanism makes cutting three and  
a half times easier than standard mechanisms                      
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 800mm
<< Weight: 1342g

NEW

QuantumTM Lopper Anvil (L) L109 Article no 112610 Product benefits

<< Robust aluminium cross section handles ensure 
lightness and strength
<< truGrip™ cork with softGrip™ inlays delivers  
greater comfort during operations
<< Precision ground hardened steel blades cut  
cleanly and precisely
<< PowerGear™ mechanism makes cutting three and  
a half times easier than standard mechanisms
<< Anvil mechanism ideally suited to cutting dry wood  
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 800 mm
<< Weight: 1357 g

NEW

LoPPeRs

*6411501126108*

*6411501126306*

*6411501123305*

*6411501122407*
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PLANT CARE

PowerGear™ steel
PowerGear™ Steel Lopper Anvil (L) L99 Article no 112480 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Steel Bypass Lopper (L) L98 Article no 112470 Product benefits

<< Aluminium handles maximise the power used  
between the blades
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes the cutting 
3,5 times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< steel gear maximises the supply of the power 
especially in the middle of the cut, when most  
help is needed
<< Upper blade made from high quality  
hardened carbon steel
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from cast aluminium enables  
easier cutting of hard, dry wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 800mm
<< Weight: 1220g

55

<< Aluminium handles maximise the power used  
between the blades
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes the cutting 
3,5 times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< steel gear maximises the supply of the power 
especially in the middle of the cut, when most  
help is needed
<< Upper blade made from high quality  
hardened carbon steel
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier
<< Lower cutting blade is curved for optimal catch
<< Bypass cutting action insures the branch is easier  
to reach and the cut cleaner
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 800mm
<< Weight:1200g

55

LoPPeRs

*6411502964808*

*6411503964715*
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PowerGear™ Steel Lopper Anvil (M) L93 Article no 112380 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Steel Lopper Bypass (M) L94 Article no 112370 Product benefits

<< Aluminium handles maximise the power used  
between the blades
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes the cutting 
3,5 times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< steel gear maximises the supply of the power  
and help especially in the middle of the cut,  
when most help is needed
<< Upper blade made from high quality  
hardened carbon steel 
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Lower cutting blade is curved for optimal catch
<< Bypass cutting action insures the branch is easier  
to reach and the cut cleaner
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 640mm
<< Weight: 1100g

<< Aluminium handles maximise the power used  
between the blades
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes the cutting 
3,5 times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< steel gear maximises the supply of the power 
especially in the middle of the cut, when most  
help is needed
<< Upper blade made from high quality  
hardened carbon steel
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from cast aluminium enables  
easier cutting of hard, dry wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 640mm
<< Weight: 1130g

PLANT CARE

50

50

LoPPeRs

*6411502963733*

*6411502963801*
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PLANT CARE

PowerGear™ Steel Lopper Bypass (S) L92 Article no 112270 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Steel Lopper Bypass  (S) L90 Article no 112250 Product benefits

40

38

<< Aluminium handles maximise the power used  
between the blades
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3,5 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< steel gear maximises the supply of the power 
especially in the middle of the cut, when most  
help is needed
<< Upper blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov, HRC 60) ensuring that they stay  
sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Bypass cutting action insures the branch is easier  
to reach and the cut cleaner
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 540mm
<< Weight: 614g

<< Aluminium handles maximises the power used 
between the blades
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3,5 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< steel gear maximises the supply of the power  
and help especially in the middle of the cut,  
when most help is needed
<< Upper blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov, HRC 60) ensuring that they stay  
sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Bypass cutting action insures the branch is easier  
to reach and the cut cleaner
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 440mm
<< Weight: 541g

LoPPeRs

*6411502962705*

*6411502962507*
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PowerStep™ Lopper Anvil L85 Article no 112850 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Lopper Bypass, Hook Head (L) L78 Article no 112590 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (L) L77 Article no 112580 Product benefits

PowerGear™

2009

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< softGriptM covered handles for  
increased comfort
<< intelligent Powerstep™ mechanism allows users  
to cut thicker branches in on, two or three steps
<< non stick PtFe coating on the upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made of FiberComptM both stabilises  
and facilitates cutting of hard, dry wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 570mm
<< Weight: 690g

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< softGriptM covered handles for  
increased comfort
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< Upper blade made from high quality  
hardened carbon steel
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Lower cutting blade is curved for optimal catch
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 692mm
<< Weight: 1060g

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< softGrip™ covered handles for  
increased comfort
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< Upper blade made from high quality hardened carbon 
steel ensuring that they can be sharpened really sharp
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from cast aluminium enables  
easier cutting of hard, dry wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 686mm
<< Weight: 1046

PLANT CARE

Powerstep™

40

50

50

LoPPeRs

*6411501128508*

*6411501125903*

*6411501125804*
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PowerGear™ Lopper Bypass, Hook Head (M) L74 Article no 112290 Product benefits

PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (M) L73 Article no 112280 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong 
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov, HRC 60) ensuring that they stay  
sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Hook head blades for heavy cutting of fresh wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 545mm
<< Weight: 550g

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< Upper blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant 
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from FiberComp™ enables  
steady cutting of hard, dry wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 545mm
<< Weight: 550g

38

38

*6411501122902*

*6411501122803*
PowerGear™ Lopper Bypass Hook Head (S) L70 Article no 112190 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make them 
extremely lightweight and strong 
<< Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms
<< Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier
<< Hook head blades for heavy cutting of fresh wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 460mm
<< Weight: 490g

38

*6411501121905*
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PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (S) L31 Article no 112170 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong 
<< Patented gear mechanism makes the cutting 2,5 
times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< Upper blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant 
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier
<< Anvil blade made from FiberComp™ enables steady 
cutting of hard, dry wood
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 387mm
<< Weight: 375g

35

singlestep™

SingleStep™ Lopper Bypass Hook head (S) L28 Article no 112160 Product benefits

SingleStep™ Lopper Bypass Hook Head (L) L38 Article no 112460 Product benefits

SingleStep™ Lopper Anvil Hook Head (L) L39 Article no 112450 Product benefits

<< Handles made from lightweight durable polyropylene
<< Cutting capacity: 40mm
<< UpperBlade material: hardened steel, friction reducing coating                                                                               
<< Anvil blade made of lightweight strong aluminium
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 816 mm
<< Weight: 1340 g

<< Handles made from lightweight durable polyropylene
<< Cutting capacity: 35mm
<< Blade material: hardened steel, friction reducing coating
<< Blade type: hook head, bypass
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 500 mm
<< Weight:1050 g

<< Handles made from lightweight durable polyropylene
<< Cutting capacity: 40mm
<< Blade material: hardened steel, friction reducing coating
<< Blade type: hook head, bypass
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 816 mm
<< Weight: 1300g

NEW

NEW

NEW

*6411503961707*

*6411501121608*

*6411501124609*

*6411501124500*

35
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LoPPeRs

112277
Blade for loppers 
112190, 112290, 
112250 and 112270

112487
Blade, anvil and 
screw for loppers 
112380, 112480

112307
Blade for  loppers 
112200 and 
112300

112587
Blade and anvil for 
lopper 112580

112247
Quantum spare 
Parts, blade  
for 112204

112477
Blade for loppers 
112590, 112370 
and 112470

112337
Quantum spare  
Parts, blade for 
112630, 112330

112488
Handle for hedge 
shears, weedpuller  
(only 139910)  
and loppers (except 
112580 and 112590)

112617
Quantum spare  
Parts, blade  
for 112610

112287
Blade and anvil for 
loppers 112180  
and 112280

spare Parts

PLANT CARE

*6411501122476*

*6411501126177*

*6411501123077*

*6411501122872*

*6411501125873*

*6411501123374*

*6411502962590*

*6411502964396*

*6411502963894*

*6411501124883*



UniveRsAL CUtteRs

UniveRsAL 
CUtteRs
Fiskars Universal Garden Cutters are multi-use tools that allow 
accessability to tree crowns and dense bushes, enabling the 
gardener to trim overhead without needing a ladder or at ground 
level without bending or kneeling. Activate the great cutting power 
with a slide of the orange handle, or when used at maximum 
height, with a pull of the orange end knob. the adjustable head 
and the lightweight cutting mechanism helps to ensure fast, easy 
and safe pruning.

PLANT CARE
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Tree Pruner Bypass Telescopic UP86 Article no 115560 Product benefits

Tree Pruner Bypass Long UP84 Article no 115390 Product benefits

Tree Pruner Bypass UP82 Article no 115360 Product benefits

<< Long reach shaft makes hard to reach garden tasks 
accessible from a safe standing position
<< shaft length adjustable from 2400mm - 4000mm enabling 
a maximum reach of 6 meters
<< extremely efficient PowerReel™ mechanism makes cutting 
12 times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< Adjustable cutting angle up to 230º
<< Bypass cutting action for cutting fresh wood
<< Handy locking mechanism
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 2416mm
<< Weight: 1900g

<< Long reach shaft makes hard to reach garden tasks 
accessible from a safe standing position
<< Cutting reach of approximately 4 meters
<< extremely efficient PowerReel™ mechanism makes cutting 
12 times easier compared to standard mechanisms
<< Adjustable cutting angle up to 230º
<< Bypass cutting action for cutting fresh wood
<< Can be used with extension pole 110460
<< Retail box: 2 
<< Length: 2322mm
<< Weight: 1200g

<< Long reach shaft makes hard to reach garden tasks 
accessible from a safe standing position
<< Cutting reach vertically about 3,5 meters
<< extremely efficient PowerReel™ mechanism makes 
the cutting even 12 times easier compared to standard 
mechanisms
<< Adjustable cutting angle up to 230º
<< Bypass cutting action for cutting fresh wood
<< Can be used with extension pole 110460                   
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1580mm
<< Weight: 870g

Universal Cutters

best of the best
reddot

32

32

32

UniveRsAL CUtteRsPLANT CARE

*6411502965638*

*6411501963901*

*6411501963635*
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UniveRsAL CUtteRs

Extension Pole UP80 Plus Part Article no 110460 Product benefits

<< Can be used with models 115360 and 115400
<< Can extend cutting heights up to 5m
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1453mm
<< Weight: 530g

Branch Saw UP80 Plus Part Article no 110950 Product benefits

Fruit Picker UP80 Plus Part Article no 110970 Product benefits

<< Can be used with 115360, 115390, 115560 and 110460
<< Adjustable sawing angle
<< sawing area of 380mm
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 455mm
<< Weight: 203g

<< Can be used with 115360, 115390, 115560 and 110460
<< Bag of durable cotton fabric and frame of FiberComptM
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 290mm
<< Weight: 219g

Universal Cutters Plus Parts

10

spare Parts
115364
softGrip™ handle  
and orange knob  
for Universal   
Cutters 115360

115366
1 internal rope and 
roll cord for 115360

115565
Handle and orange 
knob for Universal 
 Cutter 115560

115568
2 internal ropes 
and roll cord  
for 115560

115367
Blade, spring and 
chain link  connector 
for Universal Cutters 
115360, 115390 
and 115560

PLANT CARE

*6411502964631*

*6411501096951*

*6411501969705*

*6411501153661**6411501153647*

*6411501155689**6411501155658*

*6411502963696*



HeDGe sHeARs

HeDGe 
sHeARs
Fiskars Hedge shears make light work of trimming hedges 
and bushes. the unique gear mechanism, lever system and 
FiberComp™ handles mean that the gardener can tackle  
even the toughest of hedge cutting tasks with ease.

PLANT CARE
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HeDGe sHeARs

Quantum™ Hedge Shear HS102 Article no 114820 Product benefits

<< Robust aluminium cross section handles ensure lightness 
and strength
<< truGrip™ cork with softGrip™ inlays delivers greater 
comfort during operations
<< Precision ground hardened steel blades cut cleanly  
and precisely
<< PowerGear™ mechanism makes cutting three and a half 
times easier than standard mechanisms                       
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 631mm
<< Weight: 960 g

Quantum™

NEW

PLANT CARE

*6411501148209*

PowerGear™ Hedge Shear HS72 Article no 114790 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make them 
extremely lightweight and strong
<< PowerGear™ mechanism with FiberComp™  
gear makes cutting 3 times easier compared to  
the standard mechanism
<< Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer
<< non stick PtFe coating on upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier 
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 570mm
<< Weight: 630g

PowerGear™

*6411501147905*
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HeDGe sHeARs

SingleStep™ Hedge Shear Wavy Blade HS22 Article no 114730 Product benefits

<< Comfortable and sturdy handles of glass fiber 
reinforced polypropylene (PPGF)
<< Wavy profiled hardened steel blades with friction 
reducing coating
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 580mm
<< Weight: 840g

singlestep™

PowerLever™ Hedge Shear HS52 Article no 114750 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ to make them 
extremely lightweight and strong
<< PowerLever™ mechanism makes cutting 2,5 times
<< easier compared to the standard mechanism
<< Robust lever mechanism ensures tool's longevity
<< and trouble free usage
<< Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant
<< steel (CrMov) ensure that they stay sharper for longer                                                                                 
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 544mm
<< Weight: 630g

PowerLever™

NEW

PLANT CARE

*6411501967503*

*6411501147301*



ReeL 
MoWeR
the Fiskars staysharp Max reel mower promote greener, 
healthier lawns by cutting each blade of grass cleanly with a 
scissor like action. this minimises moisture loss and exposure 
to disease. the Reel Mower lets you cut grass without noise, 
uncomfortable vibrations and the hazards associated with 
power driven rotary blades. it is also the most environmentally 
friendly way to cut your lawn.

65
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staysharp™

staysharp™ Plus Parts

StaySharp™ Max Reel Mower Article no 113880 Product benefits

StaySharp™ Grass Catcher Article no 113883 Product benefits

<< Best in class cutting performance for a superior  
mowing experience
<< staysharp™ cutting system cuts the grass without the 
blades touching so the mower is easier to push
<< Hardened steel blades with precision grounded edges
<< ergonomic, height-adjustable handle with padded grip
<< versaCut™ cutting capacity settings from 2,5 cm to 10 cm
<< enables the closest side edging of any reel mower                                                                                          
<< Retail box: 1 
<< Length: 1220mm
<< Weight: 2350g

<< For use with Fiskars staysharp™ Max Mower.
<< simple to use with convenient handle for easy emptying
<< effective capacity of approx 18 litres
<< Uv and mildew resistant polyester screen and heavy duty 
steel frame for long lasting performance
<< simple tool-free assembly to mower                                                                                                         
<< Retail box: 1 
<< Length: 540mm
<< Weight: 1400g

CO 2 =  0

ReeL MoWeRLAWN CARE

*6411501138804*

*6411501138835*



GRAss 
sHeARs
Fiskars Grass shears are ergonomically designed with unique 
user-friendly features. the ingenious servo-system™ technology 
prevents the blades from jamming. the blades are made from 
hardened stainless steel for long lasting use and the FiberComp™ 
handles make them lightweight and easy to use.

LAWn CARe GRASS SHEARS
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Servo-System™ Grass Shear, Long GS46 Article no 113690 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass reinforced 
polyamide) to make them extremely lightweight and strong
<< servo-system™ mechanism prevents the blade from jamming
<< thumb operated locking mechanism for extra safety
<< Allows the gardener to work in an upright  
position to prevent muscle strain and backache
<< Cutting angle adjustable 360°
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1120mm
<< Weight: 654g

PowerLever™ Grass And Hedge Shear GS53 Article no 113710 Product benefits

<< For cutting grass, hedges and small bushes
<< Handles made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass reinforced 
polyamide) to make them extremely lightweight and strong
<< efficient PowerLever™ mechanism optimises the power output
<< Cuts up to 10mm at the base of the blade
<< Reaches up to 2.5m
<< Allows the gardener to work in an upright position  
to prevent muscle strain and backache
<< Cutting head adjusts up to 270°
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 899mm
<< Weight: 1376g

servo-system

PowerLever™

Servo-System™ Grass Shear GS42 Article no 113680 Product benefits

<< Handles made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass reinforced 
polyamide) to make them extremely lightweight and strong
<< servo-system™ mechanism prevents the blade from jamming
<< thumb operated locking mechanism for extra safety
<< Cutting angle adjustable 360°
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 322mm
<< Weight: 263g

GRAss sHeARsLAWN CARE

*6411502967106*

*6411501966902*

*6411501966803*



WeeD 
PULLeRs
the Fiskars Weed Puller is a great invention for removing  
weeds such as dandelions. its simple design removes the need for 
digging, bending or the use of chemicals. its deep reaching claws 
grab the root from all directions and remove the weed cleanly, 
removing only a small amount of soil.

WeeD PULLeRs LAWN CARE
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Weed Puller Telescopic W82 Article no 139920 Product benefits

Weed Puller W52 Article no 139910 Product benefits

<< Four deep-reaching stainless steel claws grab  
the root efficiently
<< ejection system helps to release weed after pulling
<< eco-friendly weeding without the use of chemicals
<< Allows the gardener to work in an upright position  
to prevent muscle strain and backache
<< telescopic handle can be adjusted up to 1190 mm
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 1000mm
<< Weight: 1700g

<< Four deep-reaching stainless steel claws grab  
the root efficiently
<< ejection system helps to release weed after pulling
<< eco-friendly weeding without the use of chemicals
<< Allows the gardener to work in an upright position  
to prevent muscle strain and backache
<< Retail box: 4 
<< Length: 988mm
<< Weight: 917g

Weed Puller

WeeD PULLeRsLAWN CARE

*6411501399205*

*6411501969101*



RAKes
Fiskars produce a wide range of rakes for different purposes. 
Raking, levelling soil and preparing beds for sowing requires the 
right tool to give new plants the right start in the growing season. 
Fiskars exchangeable rake system is easy to transport and store 
and the durable plastic heads are rust free and easy to clean.

RAKes LAWN CARE
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LAWN CARE RAKes

in-Lock
In-lock Leaf Rake L Article no 135010 Product benefits

<< Wide rake for working over larger areas
<< improved geometry of tines prevents branches and 
leaves from getting caught
<< PBt head is durable, but flexible. each prong has a 
spring action                                                                      
<< Retail box: 15 
<< Length: 228mm
<< Weight: 230g

*6411503477215*
In-lock Leaf Rake M Article no 135020 Product benefits

<< 25 long, elastic and sturdy tines for the efficient raking 
of lawns
<< PBt head is durable, but flexible. each tine has a 
spring action                                                                                         
<< Retail box: 10 
<< Length: 212mm
<< Weight: 196g

In-lock Leaf Rake S Article no 135030 Product benefits

<< For use in difficult to access places, between plants 
and under bushes
<< 7 long, elastic tines
<< PBt head is durable, but flexible. each tine has a 
spring action                                                                                             
<< Retail box: 15 
<< Length: 180mm
<< Weight: 46g

In-lock Universal Rake sliding wings Article no 135050 Product benefits

<< For raking long, loose grass and for working with soil
<< FiberComp™ head is lightweight, does not corrode 
and does not damage the soil
<< 12 tines equipped with drag and slide wings
<< Wings easy to attach and detach                         
<< Retail box: 10
<< Length: 175mm
<< Weight: 270g

*6411503477116*

*6411503476614*

*6411501478214*
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spare Parts
135057
spare wings for 
Universal Rake  
head (135050) *6411501478221*

In-Lock Universal Rake Article no 135060 Product benefits

<< For raking long, loose grass and for working with soil
<< strong, durable aluminium handle
<< FiberComp™ head is lightweight, does not corrode  
or damage the soil
<<  Retail box: 10 
<< Length: 175mm
<< Weight: 250g

 In-Lock Handle Article no 135000 Product benefits

<< Can be used with all in-Lock rakes
<< Aluminium handle with hanging hole for  
convenient storage
<< Retail box: 10 
<< Length: 1600mm
<< Weight: 350g

*6411501350602*

*6411503444415*

LAWN CARERAKes



snoW 
tooLs
Fiskars offers a wide range of snow tools including spades, 
sledges and shovels for all kinds of snow work for home  
and professional use. Fiskars snow Light tools are made  
of lightweight materials in order to make the work easier by 
lessening the strain on your back. 

snoW tooLsYARD & PATH CLEANING
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snoW tooLs

snow Pushers

Professional Snow Sledge Article no 143040 Product benefits

Foldable Snow Sledge Article no 143050 Product benefits

Snow Sledge Article no 143020 Product benefits

<< steel tube
<< Reinforced scoop of polyethylene plastic
<< tough zinc coated steel scope edge 
<< Reflectors on the handles
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1480mm
<< Weight: 7000g

<< Long steel tube shaft making sledge easy and light to use
<< Foldable shaft makes it easy to transport and store
<< Reinforced scoop of polyethylene plastic
<< tough zinc coated steel scope edge 
<< Reflectors on the handles
<< storage size 720mm
<< injection molded scope for high stability and lightness
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1400mm
<< Weight: 3950g

<< Lightweight snow sleigh making snow work easier
<< Long and thick steel tube handle
<< improved handle angle and additional bend to  
help improve comfort during use
<< injection molded scope for high stability  
and lightness
<< tough zinc coated steel scope edge 
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1495mm
<< Weight: 4160g

snow sledges

YARD & PATH CLEANING

Snow Pusher Article no 143000 Product benefits

<< Black aluminium shaft
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Reinforced scoop of polyethylene plastic
<< Welded aluminium scope edge
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1520mm
<< Weight: 1520g

*6411503237956*

*6411503237857*

*6411503237802*

*6411503237758*
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Snow Roller Article no 143010 Product benefits

<< especially suitable for a snow layer of approx 5cm
<< Rolls the snow in front of the pusher
<< the long aluminium shaft with ergonomically designed 
grip gives a good working posture
<< Reinforced scoop of polypropylene plastic
<< Aluminium scope edge
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1759mm
<< Weight: 1700g

YARD & PATH CLEANING snoW tooLs

Snow Light Snow Pusher Article no 145020 Product benefits

<< Aluminium shaft with plastic coating
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Reinforced scoop of polypropylene plastic
<< Aluminium scope edge
<< Retail box: 3
<< Length: 1500mm
<< Weight: 1730g

*7317794925000*

*6411503237604*

Snow Light Snow Pusher - Aluminium Article no 143060 Product benefits

Snow Light Professional Snow Pusher Article no 143080 Product benefits

<< Aluminium shaft with ergonomic plastic coating
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Hardened aluminium blade
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 1480mm
<< Weight: 1800g

<< Aluminium shaft with plastic coating
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Hardened aluminium blade
<< Retail box: 3
<< Length: 1570mm
<< Weight: 1700g

*7317790493015*

*5905568800435*
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Snow and Grain Shovel Article no 142000 Product benefits

<< Birch wood shaft
<< Polypropylene grip
<< Blade of high quality aluminium
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1268mm
<< Weight: 1400g

Snow and Grain Shovel - Tempered Article no 142010 Product benefits

<< Birch wood shaft
<< Polypropylene grip
<< Blade of hardened aluminium
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 1161mm
<< Weight: 2000g

Snow Shovel Article no 141000 Product benefits

<< Composite shaft
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Reinforced polypropylene plastic scoop prevents snow 
from sticking to the blades 
<< Aluminium scope edge
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1400 mm
<< Weight: 1400 g

snow shovels
Snow Light Snow Shovel Article no 142070 Product benefits

<< Aluminium shaft with ergonomic plastic coating
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Reinforced polypropylene plastic scoop prevents snow 
from sticking to the blades
<< Aluminium scope edge
<< Retail box: 3
<< Length: 1310 mm
<< Weight: 1050g

Snow Light Car Shovel Article no 141020 Product benefits

<< Aluminium shaft with ergonomic plastic coating
<< ergonomically designed handle
<< Hardened aluminium blade
<< Retail box: 3
<< Length: 715 mm
<< Weight: 750 g

Ice Iron Article no 140000 Product benefits

<< excellent for scraping ice or stripping bark from trees
<< Wooden shaft
<< Painted blade of hardened boron steel
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1475 mm
<< Weight: 1400g

ice iron

YARD & PATH CLEANINGsnoW tooLs

*7317792359029*

*6411503235808*

*6411503235280*

*6411503235501*

*7317794310004*

*6411503239905*



FISKARS QUIKFITTM

FisKARs
QUiKFit
Fiskars QuikFit™ is a range of products with interchangeable 
heads and handles for a variety of garden tasks from cutting to 
cultivating and from raking to snow care. the Fiskars QuikFittM 
locking mechanism allows gardener to lock, unlock or eject  
easily the heads in one swift movement. 
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FISKARS QUIKFITTM

Cultivators and Hoes
QuikFit Cultivator Article no 136511 Product benefits

<< For cultivating, scarifying, aerating and  
breaking up soil
<< suitable for seed bed preparation and maintenance
<< Blade of hardened carbon steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 305mm
<< Weight: 417g

QuikFit Push-Pull Weeder Article no 139970 Product benefits

QuikFit Cultiweeder Article no 136512 Product benefits

<< Useful for weeding as it loosens the soil simply  
by pushing and pulling back and forth
<< Hardened boron steel head
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 250mm
<< Weight: 358g

QuikFit Grubber Article no 136517 Product benefits

<< For cultivating and aerating garden flower beds
<< Blade of hardened carbon steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 260mm
<< Weight: 330g

<< Dual tool for cultivating, scarifying, aerating and 
breaking up soil
<< suitable for seed bed preparation and maintenance
<< Blade of hardened boron steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 305mm
<< Weight: 507g

QuikFit Hoe Article no 136503 Product benefits

<< efficient tool for removing weeds between rows  
of plants or breaking up the soil
<< Blade of stainless steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 250mm
<< Weight: 254g

*5905568540423*

*5905568540416*

*5905568365170*

*5905568540409*

*5905568540379*
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QuikFit Dutch Hoe Article no 136502 Product benefits

QuikFit Hoe 3 functions Article no 136513 Product benefits

<< sharp, ground weeding blade for removing weeds, 
breaking up soil, creating seed rows or removing  
moss from patios
<< Blade of hardened boron steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 295mm
<< Weight: 241g

<< For working around stems and in narrow spaces
<< Blade is sharpened on 3 sides to assist cultivating  
at different angles
<< Blade of hardened boron steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 315mm
<< Weight: 241g

QuikFit Spiker Article no 136524 Product benefits

<< Used for aerating smaller, narrower plots. Allows 
nutrients to penetrate the surface and helps seed, 
fertiliser, water, air and light to reach the roots
<< Hardened steel blades
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length:305mm
<< Weight: 512g

FISKARS QUIKFITTM

QuikFit Soil Rake 14 prongs Article no 135511 Product benefits

QuikFit Soil Rake 16 prongs Article no 135512 Product benefits

<< For raking, levelling or smoothing seed beds  
which cover a wider area
<< 14 spikes of hardened carbon steel
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 205mm
<< Weight: 428g

<< For raking, levelling or smoothing seed beds which 
cover a wider area
<< 16 tines of hardened carbon steel
<< Can be used with all standard shafts                                        
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 205mm
<< Weight: 493g

Rakes

*5905568540430*

*5905568540362*

*6411501365248*

*5905568540300*

*5905568540317*
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FISKARS QUIKFITTM

QuikFit Rose Rake Article no 135501 Product benefits

<< Unique head shape allows the gardener to  
work between plants and stems without  
damaging the plants
<< ideal for narrow bed layouts
<< 10 teeth of hardened boron steel
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 225mm
<< Weight: 233g

QuikFit Universal Rake Article no 135051 Product benefits

<< For raking and clearing long loose grass and for 
working the soil
<< Also for making planting beds by levelling the ground 
and sand and packing down the soil
<< the essential tool for finishing the surface before 
sowing seeds
<< 12 FiberComp™ tines designed at a specific angle to 
help with ergonomic posture
<< Can be used with all standard shafts                                 
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length:152mm
<< Weight: 260g

QuikFit Leaf Rake L Article no 135013 Product benefits

QuikFit Gather Rake Article no 135514 Product benefits

<< Wide rake for gathering fallen leaves and  
grass cuttings
<< tines work in a pulling direction providing more 
comfort with less effort
<< 25 soft and flexible tines of high quality PBt  
plastic that will withstand bending
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 320mm
<< Weight: 290g

<< Wide rake for gathering leaves and cutting  
waste from lawn areas
<< Hardened carbon steel head
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 570mm
<< Weight:1017g

QuikFit Leaf Rake metal Article no 135201 Product benefits

<< For removing loose moss and grass cuttings from the lawn
<< 22 flexible steel prongs
<< Can be used with all standard shafts                             
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 470mm
<< Weight: 445g

*6411501350510*

*5905568540355*

*6411501352019*

*6411501350138*

*5905568540331*
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QuikFit Leaf Rake S Article no 135551 Product benefits

<< Convenient small leaf rake for clearing around narrow 
beds and borders
<< tines work in a pulling direction providing more 
comfort with less effort
<< 11 soft and flexible tines of high quality PBt  
plastic that will withstand bending
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 310mm
<< Weight: 160g

QuikFit Aerator Rake Article no 135513 Product benefits

<< For removing moss and thatch from lawn areas
<< Hardened carbon steel head
<< Can be used with all standard shafts
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 270mm
<< Weight: 961g

FISKARS QUIKFITTM

QuikFit Patio Knife Article no 136521 Product benefits

<< ideal tool for removing grass, moss and weeds from 
between slabs, block paving, wall corners and steps
<< Blade of hardened boron steel
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 250mm
<< Weight: 136g

edgers and Knifes

QuikFit Lawn Edger Article no 136526 Product benefits

<< For clearing the space between the lawn and  
hard surfaces by stepping on the blade and  
driving it deep into the lawn
<< For edging the borders
<< Hardened boron steel head with flat top
<< Can be used with all standard and small shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 260mm
<< Weight: 238g

*6411501355515*

*5905568540324*

*5905568540393*

*5905568540454*
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FISKARS QUIKFITTM

nursery tools
QuikFit Weed Extractor Article no 137522 Product benefits

<< For removing weeds such as dandelions  
and burdocks
<< ideal for narrow bed layouts
<< Boron steel head
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 328mm
<< Weight: 225g

QuikFit Flower Rake Article no 135552 Product benefits

<< Durable FiberComptM  frame and 7 steel tines construction
<< 13 cm working width - ideal for nursery spaces and  
narrow plant beds
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts                 
<< Retail box: 6 
<< Length: 384mm
<< Weight: 210g

QuikFit Trowel Article no 137512 Product benefits

<< For planting and transplanting
<< Boron steel head
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 318mm
<< Weight: 260g

QuikFit Weed Fork Article no 137552 Product benefits

<< For transplanting, cultivating and weeding
<< Boron steel head
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 273mm
<< Weight: 215g

QuikFit Cultivator angled Article no 136515 Product benefits

<< For loosening and aerating plant beds to  
optimise nutrient distribution
<< tool design protects plants roots
<< Carbon steel head
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 305mm
<< Weight: 235g

NEW

*5905568375223*

*6411501355522*

*5905568375520*

*5905568375124*

*5905568365156*
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QuikFit Yard Broom Article no 135532 Product benefits

Yard Cleaning
QuikFit Gutter Cleaner Article no 135542 Product benefits

<< Combination of brush and scraper offers full 
complement  gutter cleaning capabilities                                                            
<< Adjustable angle ensures optimal positioning of tool 
safely from the ground                                                                                          
<< For use with telescopic shafts                                                 
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 310mm
<< Weight: 330g

<< All purpose yard broom                                                                 
<< Featuring Fiskars PowerClean™ combing soft and 
hard bristles for efficient sweeping                                                         
<< Can be used with all standard shafts                            
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 260mm
<< Weight: 340g

NEW

NEW

QuikFit Patio Broom Article no 135533 Product benefits

<< For sweeping smooth surfaces like patios, wooden 
decks and polished concrete floors                                                                                                 
<< Wide brush head and soft bristles ensures fast efficient 
sweeping                                                                                          
<< Can be used with all standard shafts                                
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 380mm
<< Weight: 370g

QuikFit Double Scraper Hoe Article no 137562 Product benefits

<< versatile use on patios and for removing grass, moss 
and weeds from between tiles and slabs
<< Can also be used to cultivate plant beds
<< Boron steel blades with carbon steel thong
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 187mm
<< Weight: 220g

QuikFit Double Hoe Article no 137572 Product benefits

<< versatile use with dual functionality
<< For breaking up soil, cultivating plant beds  
and weeding
<< Boron steel blades with carbon steel thong
<< Can be used with small and medium shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 187mm
<< Weight: 205g

NEW

FISKARS QUIKFITTM

*5905568375629*

*5905568375728*

*5905568355423*

*5905568355324*

*5905568355331*
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QuikFit Sweeping Broom Article no 135534 Product benefits

<< A modern take of the traditional sweeping broom                       
<< Robust construction and long bristles ideal for coarser 
debris, leaves etc                                                                            
<< Can be used with all standard shafts                            
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 260mm
<< Weight: 375g

NEW

QuikFit Paving Brush Article no 135522 Product benefits

<< For removing moss and weeds from between  
paving slabs
<< steel bristles to scrub paving and slabs
<< Additional front blade to remove tight moss and dirt
<< Lightweight FiberComp™ construction which is more 
durable and resistant to moisture
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 185mm
<< Weight: 160 g

QuikFit Snow Pusher Article no 143210 Product benefits

<< ideal for clearing snow from steps and patios
<< scoop of PP plastic with aluminium edge
<< Retail box: 2
<< Length: 320mm
<< Weight: 510g

FISKARS QUIKFITTM

tree Care

QuikFit Curved Saw Article no 136527 Product benefits

<< Pull saw with branch hook
<< Designed for reaching tasks - suitable for use with  
QuikFit™ telescopic shafts 136032 and 136042
<< Hook end blade ensures non-slip steadiness  while 
the lower cutting knife ensures a clean and precise cut 
from below
<< FiberComp™ slider and adaptor
<< Hardened steel blade. Length 360mm
<< steel cutting knife                                                                     
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 550mm
<< Weight: 310g

QuikFit Tree Cutter Article no 136525 Product benefits

<< enhanced cutting power with PowerReel mechanism
<< Lever and reel bring x12 cutting power compared to 
standard mechanisms
<< Cutting from in front of the branch 
<< Cutting head angle can be adjusted to a second position of 
26° angle without having to lower the product 
<< two-hand hold brings stability
<< no external ropes on the cutting head                         
<< Retail box:6
<< Length:400 mm
<< Weight: 480 g

NEW

*5905568355348*

*5905568355225*

*6411501432100*

*6411501365255*

*5905568365279*
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QuikFit Fruit Picker Article no 136950 Product benefits

QuikFit Straight Saw Article no 136528 Product benefits

<< For sawing tasks in the garden
<< specifically designed for use with the 30cm  
Handle 136012
<< FiberComp™ slider and adaptor
<< Hardened steel blade. Length 345mm
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 520mm
<< Weight: 260g

<< Broad opening, optimal design which directs  
the fruit to the end of the tips for easy pulling  
from the branch
<< Cotton bag, which can be removed for washing
<< FiberComp™ lightweight design for  
added durability
<< Can be used with regular or telescopic shafts
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 320mm
<< Weight: 250g

QuikFit Telescopic Shaft L Article no 136032 Product benefits

QuikFit Telescopic Shaft M Article no 136042 Product benefits

<< especially designed for hard to reach tasks in  
the garden with a reach of up to 6m
<< A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds
<< Dual locking system for maximum safety
<< Lightweight aluminium
<< Retail box: 4
<< Length: 2200 - 4000mm
<< Weight: 1470g

<< especially designed for hard to reach tasks in the 
garden with a reach of up to 4m
<< A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready to use 
in seconds
<< Dual locking system for maximum safety
<< Lightweight aluminium
<< Fits conveniently into most cars                                        
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1400 - 2400mm
<< Weight: 1000g

shafts

FISKARS QUIKFITTM

*5905568365286*

*5905568369505*

*5905568360328*

*5905568360427*
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QuikFit Handle S Article no 136012 Product benefits

<< small handle ideal for use with nursery tools
<< Aluminium tear drop shaped frame with FiberComp™ 
and a softGrip™ handle for optimum comfort
<< A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready 
for use in seconds
<< Hanging hole for easy storage                                                                               
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 305mm
<< Weight: 165g

QuikFit Shaft L Article no 136001 Product benefits

<< tear drop profile shape hardened aluminium shaft with 
softGrip™ handle for optimum comfort
<< Hanging hole for easy storage
<< shaft for all-around use in garden
<< A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready 
for use in seconds   
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 1560mm
<< Weight: 475g

QuikFit Shaft M Article no 136022 Product benefits

<< Medium-length shaft which can be used with nursery tools, 
cultivators and hoes
<< tear drop profile hardened aluminium shaft with softGrip™ 
handle for optimum comfort
<< A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready 
for use in seconds
<< Hanging hole for easy storage                                                                        
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 845mm
<< Weight: 290g

FISKARS QUIKFITTM

Adaptor
QuikFit Universal Adapter Article no 130000 Product benefits

<< For connecting a variety of interchangable heads 
produced by other manufacturers
<< Lightweight FiberComp™ construction                                      
<< Retail box: 6
<< Length: 171mm
<< Weight: 71g

Fiskars QuikFit™ Locking system - winner of the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2010.
the QuikFit™ mechanism ensures effortless change of heads for rakes, cultivators, hoes, weeders, 
saws etc. the heads attach to the shaft and the device is immediately ready for your use.

*5905568540461*

*5905568360229*

*5905568360120*

*6411501300003*



CHILDREN'S TOOLS

CHiLDRen's 
tooLs
Being together with your children in the garden, whether for play 
or working together to raise plants, rake leaves or to make a 
clean sweep is a simple pleasure that benefits the whole family. 
At Fiskars we have developed tools that offer both avenues for 
exploration, whether a box set of unique tools for the youngest to 
participate, all the way through to fully functioning stick tools for 
older children keen to help out with real garden work.
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CHILDREN'S TOOLS

My First Fiskars® Display Article no 138210 Product benefits

     Content: 
<< 10 x Rakes, 10 x shovels,  
10 x spades, 10 x Brooms,  
 8 x Box sets with small garden tools

Children's tools

NEW

My First Fiskars® Shovel Article no 138180 Product benefits

<< scoop made of same durable plastic used for adults plastic shovels 
by Fiskars 
<< shaft made of sturdy anodized aluminium
<< signature orange handle loop deisgned to fit small hands
<< Ce approved
<< Retail box: 5 / Length: 980mm / Weight: 310g

My First Fiskars® Spade Article no 138170 Product benefits

<< scoop made of fibre reinforced plastic to ensure durability  
<< shaft made of sturdy anodized aluminium
<< signature oreange handle loop deisgned to fit small hands
<< Ce approved
<< Retail box: 5 / Length: 1010mm / Weight: 190g

My First Fiskars® Rake Article no 138160 Product benefits

<< tool head made of flexible plastic composition to maximize 
functionality and long term durability
<< shaft made of sturdy anodized aluminium
<< signature orange handle loop deisgned to fit small hands
<< Ce approved
<< Retail box: 5 / Length: 968mm / Weight: 210g

My First Fiskars® Broom Article no 138150 Product benefits

<< Bristles from thick, but soft plastic material to maximize usage 
comfort and functionality. Working width 260mm
<< shaft made of sturdy anodized aluminium
<< signature orange handle loop deisgned to fit small hands
<< Ce approved
<< Retail box: 5/ Length: 980mm / Weight: 310g

My First Fiskars® Box Set with small garden Tools Article no 138200 Product benefits

<< Fully portable box with a lid that doubles as a kneeling pad
<< Ce approved small garden tools inside with special attention to 
durability and usability in design
<< small spade (green): Rigid structure with fibre reinforced plastic 
<< two Handed scoop (blue): Perfect tool for digging  
and levelling soil. Wide handle with soft grip material
<< safe saw (red): excellent tool for shaping and forming the soil for 
planting and cultivating. soft grip handles
<< Handy brush (blue): tool to be used to sweep pathways, dirty tools 
or rubber boots after a long day in the garden. soft grip handle
<< Retail box: 2
<< Box size: L344 x W214 x H203mm
<< Weight of the set: 1380g

Compact dispay solution - instantly ready for sales. no assembly 
work or filling of tools required. effective size of a half eUR-pallet 
e.g. 600mmx800mm. Dispay delivered with product brochures 
and try out samples for small garden tools. 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

My First Fiskars® Watering Can Article no 138220 Product benefits

<< Capacity: 2 litres
<< Retail box: 8 
<< Length: 330mm
<< Weight: 128g

NEW

*6411501382108*

*6411501382009*

*6411501381804*

*6411501381705*

*6411501381606*

*6411501381507*

*6411501382207*
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CHoPPinG vs. sPLittinG WHiCH tooL FoR WHiCH tAsK

Chopping axe – the Universal 
Chopping Axe’s thin, wide 
edge ensures a clean, easy cut 
in fresh, resinous wood, like 
spruce or pine.

splitting axe – the splitting Axe 
features a unique cutting edge 
that easily slices into the wood, 
which the thick axe blade then 
pushes apart.

AnviL vs. BYPAss

Bypass: Both blade and 
counter blade press into the 
wood to make a clean cut  
with less compression damage 
(cutting blade bypasses  
counter blade in a scissors-like 
action). Possible to cut close  
to the stem. Best suitable for 
fresh wood.

Anvil: Upper blade is forced 
through the wood with greater 
pressure as the anvil blade  
supports the branch and 
spreads the pressure until  
the cut is complete. Best 
suitable for dry or dead wood.

eDUCAtion

Loppers are 
particularly 
suited for 
cutting 
thicker 
branches.

Universal 
cutters help 
you reach 
difficult 
spots.

the saw is 
particularly suited 
for removing thick 
(over Ø 5 cm) 
branches.

An axe is good for 
cutting the thickest 
branches and 
splitting firewood.

Ø 32 mm

SingleStep™ pruner 
111260

Fingerloop pruners 
111440

PowerLever™ pruners  
111340

PowerGear™
Pruner PRO 111540

PowerLever™  
Two hand pruner 111640

Universal cutter 115360

Xtract™ Garden Saw (L) 123880 

Splitting Axe X25 
122480

Ø 16 mm

Ø 16 mm

Ø 20 mm

Ø 26 mm

Ø 22 mm

Ø 32 mm

Ø 35 mm

Ø 50 mm

Ø 50 mm

Ø 220 mm
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PowerGear™ II 
Lopper 112170

PowerGear™ II Lopper M 112290

PowerGear™ II Lopper L 112590
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By selecting the right tool for the 
job you save energy and ensure 
the wellbeing of your plants.

EDUCATION
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PACKAGinG
PACKAGING

Supreme Dynamic 
Essential

All Fiskars products are ranked 
as either supreme, Dynamic or 
essential. this is represented on 
our packaging numerically and 
through colour coding in the top 
right hand corner.

supreme essentialDynamic

P26P54P100

Relevant Package 
Images

the package visual illustrates the 
context of the product's usage to 
help you select your new tool.

Product Technology

this is where we list our award 
winning technology. Fiskars garden 
tools have long been recognised
for their superior quality, design 
and innovation. 

Product Names

Fiskars products are named using 
letters and numbers. the letter refers 
to the product and the number 
represents which of our supreme, 
Dynamic and essential range it 
belongs to. 

Letter
P – Pruner
L – Lopper
W – Weeder
s – scissors

Number
essential: 01 - 39
Dynamic: 40 - 99
supreme: 100+

P26

Pictograms

Product benefits and features are 
visually described using icons. 

The icons fall into 3 categories:
1.  Usage – what the product  

should be used for
2.  Material – what the product  

is made of
3.  Features – what defining  

features the product has

Usage Material Features
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AWARDS

Reddot 2000 • Best of the best Tree Pruner bypass telescopic U86 p.60
Reddot 2001 • Best of the best  PowerGear™ Hedge Shears p.63
Reddot 2002 PowerLever™ Hedge shear Hs52 p.64
Reddot 2002 PowerLever™ Grass & Hedge shear Gs53 p.68
Reddot 2002 PowerLever™ Pruners p.39
Reddot 2003 servo-system Grass shear Gs42 p.68
Reddot 2003 telescopic Garden spades p.19
Reddot 2003 telescopic Garden Fork p.
Reddot 2004 Weed puller W52 p.70
Reddot 2005 PowerLever™ two Hand Pruners p.43
Reddot 2006 servo-system Grass shear, Long Gs46 p.68
Reddot 2006 in-Lock Universal Rake sliding wings p.73
Reddot 2009 Helicoidal splitting Wedge sAFe-t p.17
Reddot 2009 • Best of the best PowerStep™ Pruner Anvil P83 p.38
Reddot 2009 • Best of the best PowerStep™ Lopper Anvil L85 p.55
Reddot 2010 QuikFit Range p.78
Reddot 2010 • Best of the best Xseries™ Axes p.6
Reddot 2011  singlestep™ Pruners p.41
Reddot 2011 Premium Planters p.31
Reddot 2012 • Best of the best Fiskars Quantum™ Range p.51
Reddot 2012 • For high Design Quality Fiskars XtracttM saws  p.11
Reddot 2012 • For high Design Quality Fiskars XsharptM Axe and Knife sharpener p.9

IF 1994 • Good Industrial Design  Planters Garden Tools p.31
IF 1994 • Good Industrial Design  Ergonomic Spades  p.19
IF 1994 • Good Industrial Design  Ergonomic Garden Fork  p.24
IF 1996 • Good Industrial Design  PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (S) L31 p.55
IF 1996 • Good Industrial Design  Foldable Spade p.22
IF 1996 • Good Industrial Design  Floral Snips p.49
IF 1997 • Good Industrial Design  PowerGear™ Pruners p.37
iF 1998 tree Pruners p.60
iF 2001 PowerGear™ Hedge shears p.63
iF 2002 PowerLever™ Hedge shear Hs52 p.64
iF 2002 PowerLever™ Grass & Hedge shear Gs53 p.68
iF 2002 PowerLever™ Pruners p.43
IF 2003 • Product Design Servo-System Grass Shear GS42 p.68
IF 2003 • Gold Medal Telescopic Garden Spades p.19
IF 2003 • Gold Medal Telescopic Garden Fork p.24

Good Design 1997 PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (s) L31 p.57
Good Design 1997 PowerGear™ Pruners p.37-38
Good Design 1998 tree Pruners p.60
Good Design 2001 PowerLever™ Grass & Hedge shear Gs53 p.68
Good Design 2001 PowerLever™ Pruners p.39
Good Design 2002 PowerGear™ Hedge shears p.63
Good Design 2005 PowerLever™ two Hand Pruners p.43

Fennia Prize 03 PowerLever™ Hedge shear p.64
Fennia Prize 03 PowerLever™ Grass & Hedge shear Gs53 p.68
Fennia Prize 03 PowerLever™ Pruners p.39
Fennia Prize 05 PowerLever™ two Hand Pruners p.43
Fennia Prize 09 Powerstep™ Anvil Pruner P83 p.38
Fennia Prize 09 Powerstep™ Lopper Anvil L85 p.55
Fennia Prize 12 Fiskars XsharptM Axe and Knife sharpener p.9

AWARDs

 

industrie Forum
industrial Design
Hannover
Germanya

Design Zentrum 
nordrhein-Westfalen
Germany

the Chicago
Athenaeum
UsA

Honorary Mention
Finland
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AWARDS

Focus way of life 2002 PowerLever™ Pruners p.39
Focus know how 2005 • Gold medal  PowerLever™ Two Hand Pruners p.43
Focus open 2009 • Gold medal PowerStep™ Pruner Anvil P83 p.38
Focus open 2009 • Silver medal PowerStep™ ™ Lopper Anvil L85 p.55

Pro Finnish Design 1997 PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (s) L31 p.57
Pro Finnish Design 1997 PowerGear™ Pruners p.37-38

1994 • High Design Quality Utility Knife p.14
1996 • High Design Quality PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (S) L31 p.57

1991 • Garden Trade News – England • Retailer’s Choice Award Ergonomic Garden Spades & Forks p.19
1996 • Jarditec Fair – Paris, France • Trophée de la nouveauté PowerGear™ Pruners p.37-38
1996 • Int. Consumer Goods Fair, Brno – Czech Republic • Gold Medal PowerGear™ Lopper Anvil (S) L31 p.55
1997 • Int. Consumer Goods Fair, Brno – Czech Republic • Gold Medal PowerGear™ Pruners p.37-38
1998 • Canadian Hardware & Home Improvement Show • INA Innovative New Product Award PowerGear™ Pruners p.37-38
1999 • Jarditec Fair – Paris, France • Trophée de la nouveauté Tree Pruner bypass telescopic U86 p.60
2000 • National Hardware Show – Chicago, USA • Popular Mechanics, Editor’s Choice Tree Pruner bypass telescopic U86 p.60

international
Design Award
Baden-Württemberg
Germany

Finland

Design Zentrum
nordrhein-Westfalen
Germany
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Made in Finland

Founded in the small village of Fiskars, Finland in 1649, the company has grown into a 
large multinational corporation, celebrated for a history of products accommodating the 
strict Finnish standards for quality and design. Following its tradition to drive innovation of 
tools that reduce the effort, fatigue and strains so often associated with gardening, Fiskars 
ergonomic, high performance cutting and landscaping tools are designed to do the hard 
work, so you don’t have to!

Fiskars Brands Finland Oy Ab / Exports • Hämeentie 135 A, FIN 00560 Helsinki, Finland
Tel. +358 204 3910, Fax +358 204 395 170 • exports.emea@fiskars.com - www.fiskars.com

Owing to the constant development of our product range, we reserve the right to change 
the products without preceding notice. We take no responsibility for printing errors.
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